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1795

“Allons enfants de la Patrie...”

The soldiers sang. They marched in neat columns four men wide which barely managed 
to fit on the narrow roads. These columns were separated by wagon convoys, filled to the 
brim with supplies and materiel for the inevitable battle ahead. Alan did not understand 
their song, nor did he understand their motivation – why they marched so willingly for a 
regime whose rulers were born under a different blood, spoke a different language and 
held such different ideals. Nonetheless they marched, in support rather than opposition, as
soldiers rather than rebels. Alan sighed.

“Kyrie Eleison,” said the priest standing beside him.

An astute observation. “Indeed there are,” replied Alan. “Full of bread, too.”

The priest gave Alan an odd look. Alan replied in kind. The man looked hardly like a 
priest at all. He was far younger than his predecessor, and didn't wear the traditional 
clothes of clergy. He spoke in strange tongues and would often burst into moments of 
stupidity, like just now when he remarked that there were many wagons. Alan thought 
that the priest might be possessed, a demon sent by the new regime to lead them astray. 
He would not be so easily fooled.

Alan waited for the soldiers to pass, then crossed to the other side. He hurried through the
village, using his hand to obscure the pistol tucked in his coat. The column's slow 
marching pace gave him plenty of time to reach his destination. Still, he didn't want to 
miss the show. After a few puffs and some sore legs, he stopped at a small hill that 
overlooked the road.

“You're late.”

Alan looked up at his commander. He apologised. “Sorry. I was held up by a 
constitutional priest.”

His commander nodded. “Did you kill him?”

“We were in public.”

“We'll clean that up later, then.”

About a hundred insurgents lay behind the hill. They held muskets in their arms and 
bullets in their pouches. Alan clumsily prepared his weapon. This wasn't his first ambush,
but reloading a musket while prone was still an impossible task. A slip could send a 
bayonet through your eye. Somehow, he managed.

“Get ready...”

Alan could hear them. Their footsteps. Their wagons. Their song.



“...Aux armes, citoyen!”

Alan raised his musket. He waited for the order.

“Fire!”

It was a glorious sight. A hundred heads popped up from behind the hill and unleashed a 
wall of lead onto the unsuspecting republican forces. Their cries were harmonious. Their 
tears were sweet. Alan smelled the fear in their blood. His skin tingled with excitement. 
He wanted to experience it again. So he reached for his pistol and let off a second round.

Then came the order to charge. “For God and the King!”

The insurgents crashed into the disorganised republican column. Their bayonets dug deep
into the republican hearts. They began the fight with fewer numbers, but soon evened the 
odds with their superior will. They fought for their heritage, stripped away from them by 
a cruel tyrannical government. They fought for their king, wrongly executed at the whims
of a group of madmen. And most of all they fought for their God. What did the republic 
fight for?

More republican soldiers approached from the road. This time they did not have the 
advantage of surprise. The order was to disperse. Alan reached for the nearest wagon and 
snatched an armful of bread before retreating towards the woods in the countryside. He 
ate well that night.

“Would the Colonel like some tea?”

Erwan nodded. Behind his polite smile was a face of horror, for he dreaded having to 
drink another sip. The butler filled Erwan's porcelain cup with hot, steaming liquid the 
colour of urine, filled with tea leaves which resembled specks of faecal matter. Erwan 
hovered over his cup. His hand shook as he raised it to his mouth. He drank. 

By contrast, his British counterpart showed no such hesitation. He went through the 
process with proper grace and finesse, as if to show Erwan how it was done. Erwan tried 
to copy the action, but found that this meeting soon devolved into a tea-drinking 
competition with a British aristocrat. There was no way he would win.

He set down the cup and decided to speak. “I thank you for your time. I come as a 
representative of the Count of Puisaye,”

“Ah yes, the Count,” replied the aristocrat, who stroked his moustache. It was filled the 
flotsam and jetsam of his teacup. “How is he? Is he well?”

Erwan hated the formalities. But he knew that he had to follow British custom in Britain 
if he had any chance of gaining their aid. “He is well, but he was better before the 
republicans burnt down his house.”

The aristocrat laughed. Erwan decided it was polite to smile. “Those pesky republicans,” 



began the aristocrat. “They certainly know how to cause a fuss.”

Erwan judged that now was the time. He made his request. “The Count of Puisave 
humbly requests your aid to assist his rebels in driving the republicans out of northern 
France.”

Silence. The aristocrat pretended to consider the Colonel's proposal. Behind his facade, 
however, he was jumping with joy. The British never needed a reason to declare war on 
France, and this latest episode in Brittany was just a convenient excuse. Now it was just a
matter of pretending that he didn't want to, and seeing what concessions he could wring 
out for himself and the British Empire.

“...Troops loyal to the Count are already engaging republican forces in small skirmishes, 
and raiding their supply convoys. We have several cities loyal to us that would facilitate 
an invasion by...”

“I appreciate your request, Colonel,” the aristocrat interrupted while stroking his beard. 
“However, what do the British have to gain by offering such substantial assistance?”

It began. The British always kept their manners until it came time to discuss business, 
when they would attack like hungry dogs in order to secure the best deal. Erwan had been
warned, and he was prepared. He would use the British greed against them.

“I understand that your country is heavily reliant on its trade and its navy. The new 
Kingdom of Brittany, should you help proclaim it, would be willing to offer your ships 
security with access to our Channel ports...”

It was too easy. He didn't need to negotiate. He didn't need to dicker. The fool's first offer 
was his Channel ports, which left him with no further cards to play once the plan was in 
place. The aristocrat allowed himself a smile as he hobbled over to speak with military 
command. This would be the easiest acquisition in British history. 

There. Erwan saw it. For just a moment, too quick for the human eye to notice unless it 
was specifically trained to do so. A smile. A grin. A sign of acceptance. The aristocrat 
seemed suddenly eager to end the meeting, and rush off to discuss the plan with other 
officials. He didn't seem the least bit aware that he was but a pawn in the game. Erwan 
was awash with relief.

“Amour sacre de la Patrie...”

Yet another army marched into sight. The columns were deep to accommodate the poor 
roads, and the supply train trailed closely behind. But here the similarities ended. A 
regiment of cavalry accompanied this army, proudly sporting their republican uniforms 
atop high horses. Their steel and speed made escape following an ambush nearly 
impossible. It soon became clear that this was no piddly little army either. The column 
seemed to extend forever, and Alan spied cannon limbered onto some carts. They seemed 



to have found the jackpot. This would not be an easy raid.

Nonetheless, Alan loaded his musket. His body remained hidden by the far side of the 
hill, while the metallic scraping of his ramrod was overwhelmed by the clutter of wagons,
horses and song. The comrades across his shoulder had the same idea. They all cradled 
their muskets tightly in their arms and muttered their prayers. He was afraid. They all 
were. But they were all willing to fight against the latest scourge that befell their country, 
serving their Lord in both life and death. Alan made his peace.

He waited for the order.

Boom.

“Ce que c'etait?”

What was that? Alan peered over the edge of the hill. The republican army was in 
disarray. Men and officers alike ducked back and forth like headless chickens, revealing 
the true nature of their revolution.

Now was the perfect time to strike. Alan raised his weapon.

Another explosion. A hand fell on Alan's shoulder and pushed him down. He looked up at
his commander with a confused stare, but received no response. 

“Now is the perfect time to strike!” Alan protested.

He was wrong. Shouting erupted from the republican ranks. Alan assumed they were 
orders, given the urgent tone. The army soon stirred into action, but without musical 
accompaniment. A thunderous stampede of hooves shook the ground as the regiment of 
horse rode off into the distance. Alan waited until the the pressure on his shoulder 
slackened before trying to peer over the hill. He couldn't believe what he saw.

An undefended artillery train.

It was the easiest raid ever. Three hundred musket-armed rebels ran rampant against a 
handful of unprepared artillery crew and their cowardly escorting regiment. Their spoils 
came in at two field guns, some horses to pull them and a wagon full of supplies. 

“How did you know?” Alan asked his commander. “How did you know they were going 
to leave their artillery behind?”

Another boom prefaced the commander's response. He looked the eager young rebel in 
the eye, and pointed his finger at the sky above.

So it was the Lord's work. Alan offered his gratitude. He had given them a resounding 
victory.

The British artillery was deadly. Their accurate fire left gaping holes in the densely 
packed republican ranks, who were then purged by rapid-firing British infantry. Erwan 



loathed to admit that he was impressed.  His neighbours across the channel were more 
than just cowardly merchants who drank tea and ate scones. Their modestly-sized 
expeditionary force was soundly defeating a much larger republican army. It was only a 
matter of time. They knew how to fight.

“These republicans,” began the British general. “They are all wimps, wouldn't you 
agree?”

Erwan did. They knew how to sing and dress, but Erwan had yet to see them put up 
serious resistance in a pitch battle. There were stories of a general called Bonaparte 
leading republican forces to decisive victories, but he remained sceptical. In any case, 
Bonaparte certainly wasn't commanding these forces.

The artillery fired another volley. They hit the republican right flank with devastating 
impact. A thin red line soon marched up to engage the republican forces, who surprisingly
managed the morale to charge. Not that it made a difference. They were mown down this 
time just as with every other, and soon began marching triumphantly in the other 
direction. It was too easy.

“They've routed already? Our men have barely fired a shot!” the general exclaimed. He 
turned to Erwan. “How about it, Colonel? Are you up for a bit of sport?”

Erwan had no qualms over cutting down the fleeing troops. They were not his 
countrymen. But he decided to decline the offer on strategic grounds. The British had 
insufficient numbers to effectively defend their artillery positions from a charge. That was
left to his cavalry.

“I think your men have it under control, sir.” Erwan chose his words carefully. It was 
better to flatter than point out a flaw.

Better perhaps, but not good enough. The general snickered. “It's alright. I understand if 
you're afraid.”

Against his better judgement, Erwan bought into British humour. He rode to his regiment 
and ordered a charge.

The general watched as his foreign colonel rode off into the distance. He laughed at how 
easy it was to manipulate their continental rivals. The aristocrat was right. “Oh dear. It 
seems I've touched a nerve.”

The thundering of hooves soon grew louder. Wait, louder? The general's smile soon 
turned into a frown as he saw a regiment of horse charge forth from the hills. He cursed 
his ill-fortune akin to a Shakespearian drama and kicked his horse  towards the safety of 
his army. His artillery crew hadn't the luxury.

Erwan cut down his fifth republican. His regiment cut down many more. This was hardly 
necessary, but surprisingly enjoyable. Wroth was a sin, but not when defending his faith.

A white horse rode in from the corner of his eye. Behind him, a horde of horses chasing 
after it. Erwan couldn't believe it. The republicans weren't nearly so organised as to 



launch such an ambush. In any case, the terrain offered nowhere to hide an entire 
regiment. These troops were certainly not present at the beginning of the battle. Where 
had they come from? Was God punishing him for his sadistic pleasure?

No. God would never side with the republic. Erwan decided he would repent later. He 
had a general to defend.

The republican cavalry initiated combat. Erwan managed to rally a squadron to meet their
charge. He had heard that an officer who lead from the front was nearly guaranteed to die
upon first contact. The fact stuck in his mind as he swung his sabre at the oncoming 
horde. Perhaps this was the punishment God had envisaged for him. Erwan kept on 
swinging. His cause was noble, but his heart was not. 

Then he saw green grass ahead. Behind him what was left of the republican horses began 
to scatter in all directions, with or without their riders. Blood trailed down his sabre and 
drenched his sleeve. How many men had he killed? Ten? Twenty? His comrades seemed 
equally bemused by their stroke of fortune. Erwan could hear the general's voice in his 
head. 'Those wimpy republicans!'

A cannonball knocked off the rider beside him. Erwan snapped back into reality. He 
looked back at the British artillery position and realised that he was not out of the woods 
yet. A republican flag now flew over the British guns that fired indiscriminately at their 
former owners. To make matters worse, the routing republican soldiers rallied at the sight
of their comrades and managed to reform at the sound of their hideous song. 

They were surrounded.

The general managed to find Erwan amidst the chaos. He struggled to keep his 
composure. “R-Retake our guns!” he pleaded.

That was impossible. A regiment of cavalry would be shot to pieces by even an ill-
disciplined infantry square. That was without considering the massing hostile cavalry to 
their rear – or was it to their front – that rallied and threatened to charge. Erwan decided 
against the general's recommendation.

“Sir, if you want to live, you will follow me,” Erwan commanded. The general first 
protested that the cannons were in a different direction, but quickly changed his tune after
a cannonball landed nearby.

Most of his regiment managed to follow him to safety. Another gift from above? Erwan 
hadn't the time to ponder. He took stock of the battlefield. The British infantry still held 
their ground bravely, but could no longer rely on the support of their artillery. The 
captured British guns now could not fire without hitting their own troops, but that only 
released the makeshift gun crews for line combat. Erwin spied four fresh columns 
marching up to the British rear. The resisting red pockets were slowly encircled by a 
swarm of blue bodies. It didn't take a brilliant strategist to see the tide had turned.

The British general remained oddly silent. He too began to realise the severity of the 
situation. If he lost this battle, his career was over. Erwan couldn't lose the here either, or 



his country was over. He could smell it in the wind. Soon his noble service will be 
nothing more than a dream remembered, as chivalrous virtues die out before the 
onslaught of modernity. Erwan couldn't let that happen. He kicked his horse into action. 
Let the knights ride.

Their backs were turned. Two regiments overlooked the battle, with no sign of the 
cavalry that had foiled an earlier ambush. Alan helped to push the field gun into position. 
The commander calibrated it.

They fired.

It was hilarious to watch. The republican infantry ran around in panic. They were 
completely taken by surprise. They tried to form columns for a counter-attack with the 
miserable efficiency of a headless chicken. Alan contained his sadistic laughter to the 
same slanderous cheering as his comrades. 

Then came the bayonet charge. He was pumped. The enemy were not. They ran from the 
field with their flags between their legs, and abandoned their artillery which overlooked 
the battlefield. Victory was theirs.

The artillery began to fire. Erwan looked across in disbelief. Surely they would not risk 
hitting their own men? It was too far to see the uniforms on the crewmen but there 
seemed to be a lot less of them, and the republican flag ceased to fly. The cannonballs 
landed amongst the approaching republican columns, temporarily scattering their ill-
disciplined formation. Erwan took full advantage of this new opportunity. His charge 
carried the day.

The general soon returned to his lively self. He commended the strength and discipline of
his men before inviting Erwan for tea.

“Now,” began the general as he sipped from his cup. “Those rebels. Can we trust them?”

Erwan nodded. “Definitely. Their commander and I have fought together. He helped us 
win the battle today.”

“Yes, yes...But there's only a handful of them. With the casualties we've suffered today, 
we can't press any deeper without reinforcements.

Erwan was quick to reassure the general. “The Count of Puisaye has men loyal to him. As
soon as he hears of our success he will surely meet us in the field.”

“Good!” The general emptied his cup and asked for another. “Then we shall march on 
Rennes as soon as they arrive.”

Rennes? “But surely Nantes is a better target. The republicans commit many atrocities 
there...” Erwan chose his next words carefully. Moral arguments would fail to sway a 



businessman. “We will gain their troops and supplies if we liberate their city.”

The general considered his colonel's proposal. “Perhaps. But Rennes is closer to the 
channel.

1871

The French air was sweet. Spring flowers gave off the most delicious scents as they 
blossomed under the warming sun. Birds and bees chirped and buzzed away without a 
care in the human world, spreading pollen and seeds to create new life in this pleasant 
temperate climate. The heat was perfect; warm enough to chill his aging bones, yet not 
sweltering to choke him underneath his military uniform. This was a paradise secluded 
from the distant sounds of guns and war. How unfortunate if someone were to scorch it to
the very earth. Such a shame.

His could taste his revenge. Helmuth von Moltke was not normally one to pursue private 
agenda during a time of war. His energetic youth had long left him to become a simple 
old man, in service to his king and country. And he performed his task to the utmost of 
his ability, placing victory and glory to king before any trivial compensation. But in 
between his stints as a general he enjoyed a thick German sausage, a glass of sparkling 
wine and a round of golf. He derived no joy from inflicting pain onto others.

Or so he had thought. This war changed him though. The fresh fields and sweet air 
triggered painful memories. They began in a place not far from here, but were soon fell 
under a hail of bullets and a blaze of fire. His house was burning. 

Helmuth snapped himself back into reality. He knew that burning a perfectly beautiful 
field wasn't going to fix his childhood. But he still wanted to.

C'est la vie, the French would say. They should have said that before burning down his 
house. Now it was his turn.

He could imagine it now. A regiment of Prussian infantry, dressed in stark black 
uniforms, trampling over the lush green field with their thick leather boots. Their torches 
would then set the ground ablaze. The cackling and snapping of trees and grass was 
music to his ears. The plumes of thick black smoke were a sign of his success.

But there was one more obstacle to climb before he could attain his ultimate goal. One 
more battle he must fight. And it wasn't against the French, for they were trapped and 
starving within the walls of their beloved capital.

It was Bismarck.

The man was a mystery. His ambitions were unclear. He showed no reluctance to declare 
wars, yet was equally as eager to end them. Whereas the French armies folded easily at 
the first sign of pressure, Bismarck stood his ground until he got what he wanted. He was 



a professional genius that had guided Prussia to great glory in recent years, and Helmuth 
respected his proficiency. But this was a personal matter. He wasn't going to back down 
either.

There was movement in the bushes. That must be his contact.

Bismarck was already at the meeting, along with a contingent of lesser officers. At the 
head of the table was King Wilhelm himself. Helmuth apologised for his delay, blaming 
congestion at the train station.

“...as I was saying, sir,” Bismarck continued. “The French in Paris are starving. They 
have lost the will to fight. We will gain more from peace now, as they will be grateful for 
our mercy...”

So it had already begun. Helmuth waited patiently for his chancellor to finish before 
taking his turn.

“...if we continue our acts of aggression, we will only build up a lasting hatred that may 
backfire upon us in the future.”

King Wilhelm considered his chancellor's words, and asked his field marshal for an 
opinion.

“It is not every day that we get an opportunity to crush the French, sir. We must take it 
while we can.”

Bismarck also waited politely for his turn.

“I met a Breton official during my time at the front. He has generously offered Breton 
assistance in the war in return for some territorial concessions.”

Bismarck waited no longer. “But sir, the Kingdom if Brittany is no more than a client 
state of the British Empire. We shouldn't look to anger the British...”

“And if we offer them aid, we would have a valuable ally in the west, reduce France's 
territory and remove Britain's influence on the mainland. Surely the chancellor agrees 
that this is the best course of action for Prussian superiority?”

There was cheering. The troops paraded through the streets of Rennes, flaunting their 
recent triumph with glistening white uniforms and long, impractical strides. Brightly 
coloured regimental standards flew with the rooftops. Drums and trumpets augmented the
city's ecstatic atmosphere.

There certainly was cause for celebration. Their victory was not only on the battlefield, 
but a big step forwards in their development as a nation. No longer could the great  
powers look upon their kingdom is a pleasure toy, to be abused for personal gain at a 
tyrant's beck and call. They had shown that their soldiers were brave, their armies were 



strong, and had defeated the enemy with their own strength. No longer could the British 
command them as colonial overlords, tax their trade and steal their women under the 
pretence of maintain 'continental stability'. They had a new ally now, one that fought with
them as comrades instead of superiors. Unsurprisingly, the only man not caught up in the 
festivities was the British military ambassador. He technically could exercise his power 
and order the British troops to disperse this assembly. But he didn't dare. Riots would 
break out instantly, followed by a revolution.

At first he was worried these victories would blunt their purpose. He feared the 
population would be placated by the festivities and forget about the importance of their 
nationality. Thankfully, his fears were unfounded. His countrymen were not so easily 
deceived by bread and circuses. If anything, they relished a taste of the pleasures to come,
and worked even harder to regain their sovereignty from revolutionary and capitalist rule.
Ernst Renan could breathe easy.

“Some say that a nation is founded on dynastic principles,” Ernst began. His students 
listened intently to his inspirational words. “Is such a law, however, absolute? It is not; at 
one stage Sweden existed under Denmark but is now independent, Prussia has challenged
Hapsburg domination and has achieved national unity...the revolutionaries have no right 
to claim dominion over the limbs of Charlemagne's empire, when those limbs are not 
asking to be reassembled...”

His students erupted into cheer.

“...Money is also a common interest between men, but this interest is forced, unnatural, 
and exists to conquer instead of serve national interests.” Renan switched to English as he
reached for the jugular. “Capitalism is not Nationalism.”

The professor continued. “A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle. Two things, which are 
in truth but one, constitute this soul or spiritual principle.” Ernst pauses for effect. “The 
first, the desire to perpetuate a national legacy forever into the future, and such a desire is
created by the second; the possession of a common language, history and memories...”

1906

Jacques watched them with curiosity. Their green uniforms stood out blindingly against 
the Parisian city landscape.

“Are they the Russians?”

Pierre nodded. They must have been. Who else would wear such hideous green? He too 
thought these foreigners looked rather strange. He had expected them to look like giant, 
towering bears as much like he had seen in the cartoons, marching clumsily through the 
streets with the finesse of a drunkard. The opposite was true. They were well-disciplined 



in their march and were no taller than their respective Frenchmen, possibly even a little 
shorter. Most sported respectable moustaches.

The Russians took their positions beneath the Arc de Triomphe. One of them carrying a 
baton rather than brass emerged to lead.

“Allons enfants de la patrie...”

It was a terrible performance. Their instruments were hopelessly out of tune, only 
exemplifying their woeful attempts to pronounce French. It was even more hideous than a
Breton accent, which Jacques had to endure once for a full five minutes. But everyone 
put on a brave face, bit through the pain and applauded their abysmal efforts. They 
already had two enemies, one on either border. It was in their national interest not to 
make a third.

Now it was his turn. Jacques raised his instrument at the command of his conductor. God 
save the Tzar sounded nothing like God save the Queen, and its organic tones were for an
army brass band to emulate. But it was still easier than speaking Russian. So Jacques 
didn't complain.

Alan applauded their performance. It was mediocre at best, but it was the thought that 
counted. The streets of Nantes were equally eager to show their support for the visiting 
German troops. After all, Breton wasn't an easy language to learn.

Now it was his turn. He would repay their respectful Breton with competent German. The
band began to play.

“...uber alles in der welt...”

The German officer nearly had a heart attack as the words streamed out of the Bretons' 
mouths'. Their superb accents only made it worse. He whispered to his conductor. “What 
are they doing? They're playing the wrong song!”

The conductor shrugged his shoulders. Discreetly. “I don't know, sir. But they refused to 
play Heil dir im Siegerkranz. Apparently it sounds too British.”

The officer nearly spat in disgust. 'Too British' was hardly an excuse to disrespect the 
Kaiser. He wondered if Bismarck would be rolling in his grave at the sound of such a 
liberal song. He wondered if it was even worth the effort to secure such a meaningless 
alliance. Perhaps it was easier to let these Bretons rot in their political and economic 
backwater, festering in the waste products of two great powers until it grew limp with 
disease and ended its miserable existence. What could their puny army do in a great war 
anyway?



Modern Day

The screen lit up. She flicked through the news. In bold, flashing letters, she was told that
the European recession continues, local high school drop-outs cut in half, and that fifteen 
were killed and twenty-seven wounded after a shell exploded on the beach. That last one 
was just cruel.

But it was effective. She read of the nationalist attack, this time against foreign tourists 
who 'blighted their landscapes' and 'hogged their services'. A right-wing terrorist group 
'proudly took responsibility' for the atrocities committed 'in the names of Renan and 
Hitler'. She thought those names sounded somewhat familiar.

The elevator doors opened. An attractive young man stepped inside, carrying books under
his arm. He looked up at the attractive young woman in the elevator corner, eyes fixed 
upon a five-inch screen in complete oblivion to the rest of the world.

“Hi,” said the man. “My name's Erwan.”

Erwan. That didn't sound very Australian. He spoke with quite a thick European accent 
that could have been from any one of the many small but fiercely independent countries. 
She slid her phone into her handbag as he drew closer.

“Please don't take this the wrong way,” Erwan continued. “But I'm interested in getting to
know you better. Would you like to join me for coffee?”

She smiled politely, but shook her head. “Sorry. I have a paper to work on.”

“Really?” Erwan held up his books. “Me too.”

The doors opened again. Erwan gestured for her to leave first. The coffee was warm and 
sweet, just like his smile. Her thoughts were now focused on finding a polite way to 
invite him home without coming on too strong. And so were his. The sun shone brightly 
through the cafe windows. A soccer game began in the campus gardens below.

“...and then he said...” Erwan delivered the punchline. She burst into hysterical laughter.

European nationalism was a whole world away.




